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WHY YOU NEED TO KNOW HOW TO HIDE YOUR GUNS

You already know an increasingly anti-gun agenda is pushed by the leftist administration and the mainstream media …

You already know that events like Hurricane Katrina – cause disasters that the gun-grabbers see as perfect opportunities to come after your weapons …

And you know that in times of crisis – desperate, hungry and potentially violent mobs could very well be roaming your neighborhood and pounding on your door.

That’s why it’s important to know how to hide your guns.

In this short report, you’re going to discover:

- Why conventional options like a gun safe may be the absolute WORST place to put your guns—especially your AR-15!

- How to modify your home, so you can hide your guns in places the jack-booted government thugs will NEVER look!

- The 1 spot retired “operators” almost ALWAYS choose to put their home defense weapons for near instant retrieval in any emergency …

  (Plus, the amazing story of how this tactical move saved my good friend’s LIFE!)

- The one simple solution that you can’t afford to overlook—it’s the ultimate solution to hiding your AR-15 and other valuables that will never fail!

… so let’s get started!
CONVENTIONAL OPTIONS & THEIR DRAWBACKS

Most gun owners keep their guns in common gun safes. This is good and bad.

Now, don’t get me wrong—if you have children—then a gun safe is a smart move. But the problem is that your guns—especially whatever weapon you have chosen for your home defense “go to” weapon is hard to get to!

You’re just NOT going to be at your best state of mind when you may need to get to your life-saving guns.

Let me tell you a quick personal story to prove my point …

I was recently in Florida on a business trip. Like most business trips, my significant other and I had a late night at a local bar – networking with business associates.

This was the first night—the same day we had traveled down after having to get up before the sun rose to catch our flight and spending all day preparing for the meetings that weekend.

We returned home late, after midnight. I was slightly drunk and she had enough drinks that not 5 minutes after her head hit the pillow she was out like a light.

I too quickly fell asleep because being extremely tired and slightly inebriated. I was looking forward to getting some good sleep before I had to get up early to start the business meetings the next day.

But at 2am I was violently awoken by someone pounding on my door. My eyes snapped open and my adrenaline rushed as I figured out what was going on. It was 2am – only because it took me at least 10 seconds to:

1.) Realize that someone was pounding on my door and
2.) To look at the clock on the bedstand to see it was 2am

I cautiously got out of bed and walked towards the door while I could hear my significant other still lightly snoring. She was asleep, so I didn’t wake her because I didn’t think she needed to be alarmed yet.

I approach the door cautiously, and looked through the peephole. I was VERY relieved to see that it was a female and I could see from the top of her chest—from the collar bone
up. It looked to me like there was a small white female in a tube top standing outside my
door.

This relaxed me a little because I figured “hey, if she has ill intentions— I think I could
take this little girl”.

I then unlocked the door and started to open it when she started pushing the door open
quickly and wedged herself halfway inside the room as quickly as she could.

That’s when I got one of the biggest shocks of my life … she was completely naked!

And here’s the thing: In my tired … 2am groggy state … half-drunk … and not knowing
what was going on … all I could think to do was say “Miss. Miss!” until she stopped
moving into the room once she was a good 80% already in.

Then she finally stopped when I kept saying “Miss!” . She looked at me and I stared at her
not really knowing what to say – she mumbled something incoherent about not having
the right room but kept looking at me.

She finally excused herself and turned around to go back out into the hall because she
meant to knock on the next door down.

Now, there are a couple things that I realized looking back on this situation:

One, I was stupid for opening the door – this woman could have been a part of a gang of
people – who were standing out of the view of the peephole ready to jump me – by using
her as a distraction.

Two, even when presented with a completely NUDE woman – I was so caught off guard
that I couldn’t think clearly enough to ask her what was going on – why she was entering
my room – why she was nude – if she needed help or to ask her if she liked me (that last
part was a joke 😊)

But the serious part I want to make clear to you is that a crisis is NOT going to happen
when you are prepared!

And when that loud noise wakes you at 2am – it’s going to be REAL hard to get to your
gun safe, remember your code, enter it in and get to your gun in the amount of time it
takes to save your life.
So the bottom line is: in my humble opinion—I don’t think your main home defense weapon should go in the vault.

A gun safe IS a good place though for all your other guns, important valuables, heirlooms, and other valuable firearms you might have. Another good step would be to bolt it to the floor so that it’s hard for a thief to just grab the thing and walk (more like struggle to carry/drag) off with it.

Let’s now talk about some other places you might want to consider hiding your guns IN your house …
HIDING WEAPONS IN YOUR HOUSE

There are numerous ways to hide your guns in your house. Basically if you can hide anything else in a specific manner—you can use that trick to hide your guns too.

The key is “how accessible do you want them?” and you have to think about how much security you need around your guns so that unauthorized people (or children!) can’t accidentally stumble onto them.

Here are some popular options:

- Hollow out a book and hide handguns there …

- Create spaces in night stands, drawers and other furniture that are not easily recognizable and hide them there …

- Seal your guns in waterproof plastic and you can drop them in the back of the Toilet tank
  – the upper deck trick …

- You can lift the mattress of your bed and stick the guns in between the box spring and the mattress …

- You can flip the furniture you sit on (sofas, love seats, recliners) cut away the material and stick the guns in there securely then reattach the material with Velcro so you can easily break it away in the future …

- Unfinished basements or the “pipe room” (usually near water heaters and such) off spots where you could grab a big PVC pipe that LOOKS like a pipe that might be a part of your plumbing system but actually contains your guns …

… And there are many more places simply limited by your imagination and also you need to take into consideration (again) the security of these spots and whether they will be found by children or other unauthorized people.

There are also some pretty cool commercial products that are coming out now that you can look into. One such product is from TacticalWalls.com and it’s a very simple idea. Just check out the picture below:
Now, this is obviously a very simple product and would be pretty easy to recreate yourself with just a little ingenuity. The benefit here is that:

1. They are concealed

2. They are easily accessible

3. They would be hard to find if you picked the right spot

**The One Place Most Retired Operators Choose For Their Home Defense Weapon**

Here’s another quick story:

A friend of mine, a retired cop, was awoken in the middle of the night to find a big burly drugged intruder not only in his bedroom but standing over his bed!

What saved his life and the life of his family? His 12-gauge pump shotgun that he had resting up against the headboard!

His heart pounding, awoken out of a deep sleep, he still had the clarity of mind to reach over and grab his shotgun that was resting up against his bed.

That’s the reason why keeping your gun right next to your bed is one of the best spots for a home defense weapon and why most retired “operators” choose to keep it there.

Again, you have to weigh the potential risk of having your weapon in this spot if you have children or people are often in your bedroom, etc.
But for what it’s worth – it’s there – it’s easily found and can be easily brought into action should the need arise at 2am when there’s a bump in the night!
BURying your weapons – the ultimate hiding spot?

Ok, so this is probably the ultimate way to hide your weapon(s). Now, obviously, buried weapons are NOT easily accessible.

This is more of the “insurance policy” for your “soon to be banned” rifles or other weapons that you don’t want the government to ever find.

Many people have chosen to bury weapons over the years – especially in times when gun control legislation is thought to be enacted right around the corner.

I heard that in Australia, right before their gun confiscation, the sales of PVC pipes soared!

And for good reason, PVC is the outdoor gun hider’s best friend!

Probably the best article I have found for burying your guns is at http://www.backwoodshome.com/articles2/wood115.html and I’ll use it as reference for you here.

What I think is funny, is how often history repeats itself and the gun-grabbers will stop at nothing to push their freedom-stealing agendas through! From the intro:

“Back in the early 1990s the outlook for the nation in general and gun owners in particular seemed rather grim to many people. A few years earlier in 1986, Congress had banned civilians from owning newly manufactured machine guns. There was ever more strident talk of banning semi-automatic weapons or so called assault weapons. Many of us regarded a semi-automatic rifle as the foundation of a home defense battery. Many of us believed that more laws banning ever more types of guns were imminent. About that time I acquired a Ruger Ranch Rifle through a private sale. I decided to stash it away in a safe place just in case my worst fear was to materialize, another gun ban.”

Sounds like the situation we got ourselves in now huh? Anyways, let’s continue …

Step one: find a spot outdoors

You should look for a spot that is near somewhere you know, but is not easily found. You do want it to be near some type of semi-permanent landmark so that you don’t lose track of it.
Another option would be to mark it on a map. The guy in the article I linked above knew of a particular tree that was dead – so he decided to bury it under the root of the tree.

Be careful that you don’t choose a spot where you would lose track of your stash – as changes to terrain can come from natural causes or timber logging could get rid of all the trees, etc

**Step two: prepare the gun(s) for storage**

This is the important part. You should disassemble the rifles and guns into their field stripped basic parts. Then you need to coat them with a grease that will help guard against the elements.

The recommendation here is to use a quality grade axel grease – one that is acid free and look for one that has anti-oxidants and corrosion inhibitors to provide extra stability. A recommend brand is Castrol.

You are going to cover the steel/aluminum parts of the weapon with this grease to protect them. Use enough to cover it all.

**Step three: vacuum pack the gun(s)**

You want to take the components of your rifle and vacuum seal them in something like “Food Saver Bags” – where you can pull the oxygen out of your bags after you put them in it. Use their biggest bags is your best bet (foodsaver.com).

Then you want to take some form of oxygen and water absorbers -- http://www.drypak.com/oxygenAbsorbers.html -- or the silica gel desiccants (http://www.amazon.com/Silica-Gel-Desiccants-Packets-Dry-Packs/dp/B004FC5VT4) that are placed in food items to absorb moisture.

You want to be sure not to have these desiccants actually touch the metal parts of the guns though because they are made to absorb moisture and that moisture will then rub off on the gun, potentially rusting it!

**Step four: don’t forget the ammo and other extras!**

If you’re going to bury a stash to help you in the future, be sure you pack the other items you will need too! Some ideas:
• Ammo, plenty of it.
• Slings/mag carriers
• Cleaning tools
• Something to clean the grease off (gun cleaning solvent, rags, owners manual, gun lube)

Wrap all these individually in the bags, duct tape them up after pulling the air out and sticking in desiccants.

Now, you are going to take all your bags of guns and ammo and stick them in a large (at least 6 inch diameter and 3-5ft long depending on the length/size of your guns) PVC pipe. You’ll need two end caps and PVC solvent so you can permanently seal the two ends of the PVC pipe.

Stick everything in there, add anymore things you think you might need in an emergency run to your stash (maybe some freeze dried food good for 20 years?) to fill the space and get ready to go bury it.

**Step five: go bury it!**

Most sources say that metal detectors are effective to a max of around 3 feet deep. So you might want to aim for around 3 feet to the top of your PVC pipe (basically go as deep as you can stand).

Then you can just drop the PVC pipe in, OR you can buy two PVC pipes – one much bigger in diameter than the 6-inch diameter pipe you have all your goodies in – to stick in the ground first – that way the outer pipe has the soil and moisture touching it, and your important pipe can go inside that—making sure that nothing it touching it.

That might be a little overkill but there you go.

**Step six: make sure you mark your spot**

You need to find some way to make sure that you don’t forget where your stash is hidden. I tell you this twice because you’re going to be very sad if you lose all your guns and ammo when the time comes because you can’t find it!

But that’s the basic way to bury your guns so the government (or anyone else) can NEVER find them!
**BONUS: 40 Unusual & Unique Places To Hide Your Guns:**

This list was found on a popular internet forum, but an, obviously, creative and experienced poster. Enjoy :)

1. Empty cereal box in pantry, back when I lived in the ‘hood’. Was hoping thieves wouldn’t be hungry! Kaboom cereal in Kill Bill
2. Hanging upside down from a hook under the bathroom cabinet, just above the door. Inside a closet (not a walk-in) up over the door. Most closets are “shallow” and while a Burglar might go thru your clothes and items on shelving, he probably won’t look straight-up over his head.
3. Behind a decorative blanket hung like a cheap tapestry
5. False bottom in bedside drawer.
7. Some folks split the upholstery seam on the rear of the passenger’s seat toward the driver—insert a small holster and appropriate handgun, sew Velcro on the seams to reseal.
8. Along with my storm door, my main entry door is steel with only a small window at the top. I have a nylon holster with my Colt Detective Special velcroed to the inside of the door, just above the doorknob, canted toward me about 45 degrees, when I open it. I can open the door to someone, & they never know my hand is just inches from a weapon. Should I invite them in, I simply close the storm door and leave the main door open, which puts the gun back against a wall and is never seen by a guest.
9. At my desk is a scanner. It has no guts. Lift up the top, and remove handgun.
10. A good method in general when you’re away from your home is to take whatever you want to hide, stash it in a garbage bag, and put it amongst dirty clothes. NO ONE looks through dirty clothes…unless they’re a perv…then they’re not usually looking to rob you in that case.
11. On the road, usually hide them in with my dirty underwear…… Go ahead, grab yourself a big handful of that!
12. One day when I was replacing the sagging cloth under the couch (you know, the flimsy cloth that covers the couch’s framework?), and realized it would be a great hiding spot. I was surprised by how much room there is under there. I got the dremel and hack saw out and after a little work; I made a horizontal system of hooks with belt fasteners (actually milsurp canvas belts) that can hold four rifles lengthwise. I also made a small wooden cubby-hole and screwed it to the framework near the arm rest. That’s where my barbeque revolvers go. Now it’s not a practical place to store your “go-to” weapons, but it is very
discreet place to store your valuable rifles. I attached Velcro along the cloth and underside of the couch so all you have to do is flip the couch back, undo the Velcro and you have full access to your hidden rifles. It’s funny to have guests sitting on your couch, clueless to the fact that they’ve got four rifles and two S&W’s 9” from their butts.

13. The Sportsman guide has a wall clock that opens up to store a med. to small handgun in. Runs about $55 after shipping. And the clock works!

14. Back when I lived in Chicago I used to keep a fairly short, folding-stock 12ga situated diagonally in a clean extra-extra large pizza box lodged between my trashcan and my kitchen cabinets. It looked like it was just trash waiting for trash-day…

15. In the closet, on a CHEAP plastic hanger (easily broken), (through the trigger guard, no round in chamber), covered with a button up shirt.

16. Under the towels in the master bath.

17. I met a woman today who’s designing a holster for a derringer that will go between her uh………….mammary glands…….

18. In an inside jacket pocket on a jacket on a hook in the closet.

19. Under the skirt of a spare toilet paper girl in master bath where no guests go.

20. My brother in law hid his revolver in the brown paper grocery bags that he had folded next to his refrigerator – you know how they get stuck in that space between the cabinet and fridge. He put it in a bag and folded it up.

21. Between the window curtains and the wall above the windows. Can’t be seen from the outside and if your curtains are heavy, can’t be seen from the inside. Yet the gun can remain on a hook just waiting to be used.

22. I used to have a 12 gauge in a soft gun case hanging from a hook, centered on the back of my bedroom door. I would then throw/tuck/hang a flannel robe over it. I kept the door open, so no one ever noticed the added “heft” of the door.

23. Inside a trophy. If you lift up the brass plate it’s hollow inside. If it’s big enough, anyway. This one was one of my parent’s bowling trophies.

24. I used to keep an old Colt Police Positive in a Ziploc bag under some frozen veggies in my freezer. Can still shoot thru the bag…if ya need to…

25. I bought a good-sized pistol safe (a foot square, or a little bigger) that uses a credit card swipe to open electronically. I use an outdated credit card for it. I have the card hidden nearby, in a place that I don’t think anyone could accidentally find. Yet, it’s so close, that I’m positive that I can grab the card and swipe it faster than I could punch in a combo, even on a finger touch safe. It was less than $100 as well. You could carry a backup identical card in your wallet. Fingerprint ones now too.

26. Old shoebox under the bed at night. Gun safe when I leave the house during the daytime.
27. I did this at home and it works great! A typical nightstand or dresser has room between the drawers and the outer paneling. This opening is the thickness of the frame of the cabinet. I removed the bottom drawer, drilled a hole in front of the rear frame and inserted a wooden peg so that the gun is along the side of the cabinet. The peg is on an angle so that when the barrel is fully seated it creates a slight interference with the bottom of the opening. I have a Ruger SP101 .357 that fits perfectly onto the peg and is held tightly. The drawer can be pulled out and dumped, the whole nightstand could be dumped forward and the gun stays tightly in place. I know it is there and because I shoot it almost every weekend and can grab it without looking, however a bad guy would have to get down on all fours and shine a flashlight into the open to see it.

28. How about behind a vent or cold air return? Before I got a safe, I would put a cased pistol in the vent work. I placed it out of sight, so if they pulled off the vent cover, they couldn’t see it. The cold air return was next to the bed, so it was easy to get to in the night.

29. Dancers carry dance bags for shoes. One side pocket is exclusively reserved for a loaded Glock 29 in 10mm that is put inside a Fobus belt holster. This obviates any danger of putting a finger inside the trigger guard while withdrawing the handgun.

30. I use a small CD wallet to keep my trusty little Kel-Tec 380 and a reload in. Makes for a handy place to slip the pistol and holster into when I have to take it out of my pocket for a little while or while I’m driving…stick it right between the seat and console so it’s more accessible than being in my pocket.

31. I bought a/c grills at my old house and made boxes 4” deep to fit in the stud walls, and placed them up towards the ceiling line like the old wall registers. That way they were high enough the boys couldn’t reach them but low enough my wife could. The grill stayed on with a rubber band. Was there 11 years and no one ever knew.

32. Ever thought of using an electrical box? I keep a spare set of keys in a dummy electrical disconnect box outside my house.

33. A/C vents/ducts/intakes. Usually A/C vents are mounted high and require a stool or ladder to get access. Unscrew panel, tuck in gun, replace panel.

34. While most of my firearms are in my safe, I have the usual few scattered out and hidden in strategic locations similar to those already mentioned. To add confusion to the would be thief, I give him what he wants, upfront. To “express myself” I have several desirable nonfunctioning/unloaded firearms in plain sight as an art form. Upon arriving home, it’s easy to see if any of these are moved or missing, which would indicate that someone unwelcome has entered my home. If any of my “indicator guns” where disturbed/missing upon my arrival, I’d back out and call the Sheriff.

35. Another one that I have seen but not used is a hollowed out water heater complete with pipes that disappear into the wall. The door is hidden on the back side.

36. I keep a 1911 in an old boot that is with a bunch of other shoes on the floor of my closet.
37. I collect beer steins, and have a Davis 22mag derringer in my favorite one.
38. In a special place buried outside, just in case I come back to the house unarmed and have to defend it.
39. When we had tiling installed, I specifically created a false tile. Get on the floor? Sure, can you turn around for a second?
40. Pull the carpet back, grab a hammer & chisel and get to work!